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It’s Summer in North Texas 
  It’s that time a year again! Days are longer, schools are letting 
out, and  families are getting ready for beach vacations. But what 
about your home? Is it ready for the triple digit temperatures? Is 
your roof ready for the extreme heat? Is your ventilation setup 
properly? Is your home properly insulated? It’s not something 
many people think about until its too late, and your electric bill 
starts to double and even triple just like the outside temperatures; 
but have you ever wondered why? Let us help you out and answer 
all your questions that you might have. We can make your home 
energy efficient and ready to battle the Texas heat. We have an 
array of product and product knowledge from ridge vent 
ventilation to power attic fans. Our energy efficient knowledge 
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PYBSA Baseball 

Tenholder Roofing has teamed 
up with Tarrant County Precinct 
4 & Commissioner JD 
Johnson; to donated new 
roofs on the PYBSA Baseball 
fields in Saginaw, TX. Stay 
tuned fo updates on that 
project as it continues to 
develop. 

Insulation 
Inspection 

Is your home properly 
insulated? Tenholder Roofing 
is now doing insulation! 
Contact us today to setup an 
appointment for attic 
inspections. New insulation or 
insulation capping available, 
backed by the largest 
insulation manufacture Owens 
Corning. 

New Showroom 

Come by our all new 
redesigned showroom in River 
Oaks, TX! Showcasing 
numerous residential and 
commercial roofing system 
options from all of our 
manufactures.
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doesn’t just cover the roof, we are certified through Owens 
Corning one of the largest insulation manufactures in the 
country. Let’s get your attic up to code and make sure your have 
plenty of insulation to keep the inside of your home nice and 
cool!

Vendor Spotlight! GAF“Americas Favorite Roof ”
  Established in 1886 GAF employs over 3200 and is the number 
one shingle in America, one in four roofs feature a GAF roofing 
system. There products are built to last, for over a century, they 
have manufactured and sold a wide variety of high-performing 
residential and commercial roofing products that exceed 
customer expectations. People trust GAF to protect what 
matters most in their daily lives. They have been rated #1 in 
shingle quality by Home Builders for 10 out of the last 12 years. 
Tenholder Roofing is factory certify by GAF and work with them 
with multiple facets of the roofing world. From product 
knowledge to employee safety training GAF has some of the best 
vendor support in the country! We look forward to upgrading 
your home to a GAF roofing system
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Meet the Staff ! 

Every month we like to give each 
of you readers an insight on staff 
members within the Tenholder 
Roofing organization. This month 
featured staff member is Joe 
Hooper! Joe is part of the 
original staff that started with 
Charles Tenholder in 2013. Joe 
handles all the back end A/R, A/P, 
contracts, supplements, and 
keeps us up to date with 
certifications and staff training. 
This year Joe has already 
completed several GAF & Owens 
Corning safety and job site 
training seminars. Joes strong 
product knowledge, and safety 
training give him the hands on 
knowledge to deal with more 
than just paperwork. You can 
catch Joe at most build sites or at 
our local office in River Oaks, TX. 
Joe is also a upstanding Fort 
Worth citizen he currently is 
pursuing his career in Law 
Enforcement. 
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